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We all need the preaching to hear the Word (Romans 10:14). Often, it is helpful to use 

other readings and devotionals to help us in understanding the Word of God. These aid our 

feeble minds with God’s truths before us. 

Safe in the World, a collection of sermons by Dr. Lloyd Jones, helps us understand the 

truth of our pilgrimage on this earth. The topic is addressed in John 17:6-19, a section of Christ’s 

prayer for His own. The author expounds the text in a series of twelve sermons given at the 

Westminster Chapel in 1952-1953. In a nutshell, the book proclaims the sovereignty of God, and 

the assurance of salvation in Christ because of His sovereignty. Not of this world, yet safe in it. 

In strong favor of the book as recommended reading, I point out its emphasis of the 

sovereignty of God. Of course, Christ’s prayer cannot be studied without this vital truth, and with 

it, the preacher makes these studies chilling, and very real. Another good aspect of the book is its 

focus on the work of salvation. It is highly focused, very Scriptural (replete with KJV reference 

texts), and very good for us to read and understand with respect to our life and safety in this 

world. Two of the sermons (chapters) are exceptional: “Not of This World” (v. 9) and “The 

Name of God” (v. 6-8). All this makes Safe in the World an excellent study of Jehovah’s 

wonderful work of grace. 

My only criticism is the book’s readability. I'm sure these were twelve powerful sermons, 

but their being transposed into book form makes the reading a bit slow. 

Once again, I recommend Safe in the World for everyone. (See also Saved in Eternity, by 

Dr. Lloyd Jones on John 17:1-5). It is God’s Word preached, and it is delightful to be treated to 

twelve extra sermons. So enjoy it for yourself. The book is a great study guide/devotional and 

sharpens our perspective concerning our safety as God’s chosen living in a world of sin. 
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